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e.s.warren 44m 
From create mode

For a university that 
claims to be a 'bastion 

of freedom', Leiden 
needs to do a hell of a lot 

better. Thank you to 
@orealla felix for 

sharing her story and 
showing us how the 
university tries to 

deflect responsibility 
and brush incidents 

under the rug
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From create mode

isaischaos When I called out a 
teacher for saying the n-word in 
class, a class called "Cultural 
Translation" (Imao) the teacher 
said it might not be productive 
to have a discussion on whether 
using the word was ok or not as 
the debate on it was a 
"minefield"
2m Reply

After the incidents with Jet, another white 
professor used the n-word in a classroom. I 

went with @isaischaos to speak with the 
dean (Judi mesman) about this. She was 

incredibly dismissive and when I said there 
was a pattern of racism among the staff she 

told me I was being over dramatic. Again, 
there were no consequences

fii Send message y -
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Confidential advisor to undesirable behavior
If you are dealing with undesirable behavior, such as (sexual) 
intimidation, bullying, aggression, violence or discrimination, you can 
contact the confidential advisors for undesirable behavior: Piet de Boer 
and Marieke Brunings. They are independent and everything you discuss 
with them is confidential.

What can the confidential advisers do for you?
The confidential advisors for undesirable behavior are:

* to catch you, give advice and provide support.
* inform you about the different ways that are open to solve the 

problem or to file a complaint.
* to guide you if you want to have the case mediate or if you want to fil 

a complaint with the complaints committee.
» to ensure that you receive adequate aftercare, if necessary.

Complaints commission for undesirable behavior
You can lodge a formal complaint with the Complaints Committee for 
undesirable behavior. This can lead to disciplinary measures.
The confidential adviser for undesirable behavior can tell you more abou 
it and, if necessary, assist you in filing a complaint. Your complaint will 
always be treated confidentially.

Complaints regulation
You can read more about the procedures regarding undesirable behavior 
in the Complaints Procedure for Undesirable Behavior k Policy 
Framework (Sexual) Harassment, Bullying, Aggression, Violence and 
Discrimination .

Before I went to the vice dean of 
@leidenuniversityfgga about white 

students using images of the kkk and 
planning to gaslight black students by 
wearing blackface, I first emailed an 

advisor. I sent her screenshots and she got 
back to me and suggested I should contact 

the boys myself and tell them why their 
behaviour is undesirable. (Picture on the 

next storyQ)
L____________________________________________________________ Â
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Comments
isaischaos I took a 300 level 
course titled "Empire and Post 
Empire: Representations and 
Reform" that was supposed to 
taught me about colonial history 
and the impact of colonies in 
Europe. Out of the TWENTY- 
ONE readings we had in the 
syllabus only THREE were 
written by POC, yes I just went 
through the entire syllabus and 
checked every single author. 
Mind you, its not simply a 
history course, it treats topics 
such as: "representations of 
slavery," "voices of slavery," 
"slaves narratives," "the 
abolition movement," "legacies 
of slavery," "public memory of 
slavery" and "legacies of 
colonialism." LMAO IF U DONT 
FIND THIS SHIT HILARIOUS. U 
dare to put up these books 
when literally v few of ur 
tparhpr*; ha«; rparl at lpa*;t nnp
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@leidenuniversityfqqa
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í«, lucthehague Repost of a message from the faculty LUC 
w belongs to, @leidenuniversityfgga:

"Leiden University's motto is Libertatis Praesidium (Bastion 
of Freedom). We attach great value to freedom of spirit, 
thought and speech. However, unfortunately, we realise in 
our age that this mere freedom has been a privilege, allowed 
to some and stolen from others based on the colour of their 
skin. Racial discrimination and systematic racism are the 
reality of everyday life to BIPOC, but especially the Black 
community. As the Faculty of Governance and Global Affairs, 
we encourage everyone to educate themselves and actively 
practice anti-racism. We encourage you to think about race 
and privilege no matter how uncomfortable or difficult this 
might make you. And we encourage you to use however 
much freedom of spirit, thought and speech you have within 
you to seek nothing but peace, equality and solidarity with 
the Black community and the world, especially at difficult 
times as such.
V
[...] Swipe for resources to educate yourself and questions to 
ask yourself in reflection. Credits to @homefromcollege and 
@jezzchung for resource lists.

#LeidenUniversity #UniversiteitLeiden #TheHague 
#DenHaag"
2d

manj.uu vwwmmib
2d Reply 0?

ant.paulo. I want to know what LUC is currently and 
actively doing to combat racism within their 
institution. I wanna know what is LUCs long term plan 
to combat the inherent systemic racism within the 
university. I want to know how and when will you get 
qualified teachers to teach classes about minorities 
and colonialism. I want to know why do you tokenize 
students based on their nationalities, is it to show off 
your international profile.
I want to know why do take a bunch of privileged 
white kids to Africa to teach them white savior-ship. I 
want to know why weren't university students (from
thn^p rni intripç vm i tnnk thp nm/ilpnprl hunrh trh

0?
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#wepaywedemand
3h 6 likes Reply

ant-paulo. Also you should fire whomever made this 
post. Because what the hell, you literally just 
reposted what another Leiden page posted. How lazy, 
shameful and literally not even doing the bare 
minimum. REALLY?!?! Not event a hint of effort? 
WOWWWWW LUC really has a lot to change! Imma 
be here every week btw until I get my newsletter
3h 4 likes Reply

0?

jnichellepatanutella. LUC please address the 
students who have commented under the 
@leidenuniversityfgga post. You are telling us to look 
at our white privelege and to practice anti-racism 
when all faculties should be doing exactly the same 
as well as apologizing to POC for the harm that racist 
actions from professors and other students which 
have caused unsafe environments. As well as looking 
to decolonize the curriculum!!!! Step up LUC, if you 
pride yourself as tackling global Challenges then 
actually tackle them and lead the change you want 
your students to follow.

0?

3h 1 like Reply

jadeyutao Hmmmmm no check the comments on 
@leidenuniversityfgga boo
3h Reply

0?

Oant-paulo. @jadeyutao been there done that.... 
just not letting luc slide
2h Reply

jadeyutao @ant-paulo- oooh sorry was not 
talking to u !! Was talking to @lucthehague haha
1h Reply

0?

jadeyutao Who's the admin of this account? ^

Hr A V h
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3h Reply

Oant-paulo. @jadeyutao been there done that.... 
just not letting luc slide
2h Reply

jadeyutao @ant-paulo- oooh sorry was not 
talking to u !! Was talking to @lucthehague haha
1h Reply

0?

jadeyutao Who's the admin of this account? ^
3h 2 likes Reply

0?

ezrajo.el Reposting yet another repost of something 
that has already circulated the internet for a while is 
less than the bare minimum an institution like yourself 
can do to end racism. If you want your students to 
'actively practice anti-racism' so should you, starting 
with addressing the issues that students have already 
brought to you with proof. What you shouldn't do is 
brush off complaints as being of minor importance or 
over the top. This is undermining the validity of a 
colored person's experience. A large number of 
students no longer feel comfortable addressing 
racism/prejudice at LUC, because you're making it 
clear that you have no intention to end it. 
Microagressions is a term that refers to often subtle 
yet prejudiced actions/expressions that expose 
(racial) bias. This includes getting offended over 
being called white, making yourself the intellectual 
authority over other cultures/political systems than 
your own, and invalidating minoritized realities. 
Unfortunately, all above examples have taken place at 
LUC. You have to realize that "racial microagressions 
are systemic, meaning they are embedded within 
campus policies, programs and practices, subjecting 
community members to cultural standards that 
normalize whiteness." Yes, these problems are 
difficult and embarrassing to address but you also 
have a reputation to protect.
3h 2 likes Reply

0?
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< Universiteit Leiden
Active now a 0

Hi,
As a university, we recognize the 
impact of the death of George Floyd 
and the protest in both the US and 
here on the Black community and on 
our staff and students in particular. 
We highly value inclusion and 
diversity. Therefore, in the coming 
days, we will publish several articles 
and interviews on the subject on our 
website and social media accounts. 
The first few are now on our 
Instagramstory.

Maybe this isn't as swift as you 
would have hoped or liked, but we 
wanted to be thoughtful and 
thourough in our response. Also, you 
can always reach out to our Diversity 
Office to share your thoughts and 
experiences: @LU Diversity on 
Instagram or via https:// 
www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/ 
dossiers/diversity/contact

@ Message... 10 0
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universiteitleiden The Black Lives Matter protests in the 
füp United States and here in the Netherlands may have been 

sparked by the death of George Floyd at the hands of the 
police, but they are about more than that alone. Diversity 
and inclusion are extremely important to us as a university. 
Therefore, we will publish several articles and interviews on 
the subject the coming days. Find the first few in our story 
today: a historian specialized in Dutch colonial history, a 
specialist in American Studies and our diversity officer share 
their thoughts. ^ @doart

inclusion #united #UniversiteitLeiden #LeidenUniversity
52m

JuceJi Perhaps Leiden would benefit from 
investigating the racism both institutionally and 
perpetuated by its staff and students. Incidents and 
accusations or racism are often ignored, downplayed 
or not dealt with transparently or considerately. The 
university must stop hiding behind a veil of neutrality 
and be explicitly anti-racist
18m 3 likes Reply

0?

View 1 reply

sufilgueiras I did not know the uni had a diversity 
office. Very nice. Is this a place students can go to in 
order to coolaborate somehow? It is mentioned that 
students are being heard/consulted. Flow is this 
happening?
27m 1 like Reply

0?

rxugh Thank you!
19m Reply

0?

mondkapjes_fabriek.nl
21m Reply 0?

nikki.lyka Would love to see a protest organised in

V h

Add a comment...
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implement actual institutional change WE SEE YOU 
@leidenuniversityfgga @lucthehague 
@universiteitleiden
1h 2 likes Reply

julia.tohidi.sardasht "We encourage everyone to 
educate themselves..." Then provide us students with 
the means to do so! As an educational institution, 
especially as the faculty of global affairs, your 
teaching should represent that global perspective 
and not only the same few western views. Decolonize 
the curriculum and practice what you preach.
1h 2 likes Reply

jnichellepatanutella. Please provide a statement 
addressing all of the people who have commented on 
here and liked all the comments who need to be 
heard and listened to especially when addressing 
these unsafe environments and actions! 
@lucthehague @leidenuniversityfgga 
@universiteitleiden @leidenuniversity 
@honoursacademyleiden @leiden
1h 2 likes Reply

0?

corne.heijstek honestly the fact that you're so quick 
to engage in performative activism but when there 
were real instances of blatant racism by Leiden staff 
and students alike the only thing you could do was 
defend those racist behaviors while ignoring and 
hurting POC students, invalidating their experiences 
and being outright disinterested in engaging in 
critical-self reflection when it comes to race and how 
our uni is part of the problem says a lot about how 
much work YOU still have to do, don't wait until it's a 
'trend' to start calling out YOUR racist staff and 
student, decolonise YOUR curricula, and start 
fighting for ALL of your student's rights, your 
hypocrisy is showing and it's OBSCENE
1h 5 likes Reply

0?

jadeyutao @corne-heijstek ^
co^._____ i l ;i..~______n^»i..______________________ 0?
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engage in a conversation. It will not be an easy 
conversation, far from it, but it needs to be had. "If a 
conversation is hard, it's probably the one worth 
having."
35m 4 likes Reply

xxzarax I'm happy to see so many people calling this 
uni out for continuously failing to protect its black 
students from racism within the institution. As has 
been said by many, this post is hypocritical and a 
disgustingly lazy response. Do better, read a book. 
Educate yourself before you educate others
24m 1 like Reply

lisaconzi You "encourage everyone to educate 
themselves and actively practice anti-racism", while, 
as an educational institute, you have failed to do any 
of that.
I really hope this means that you are going to take 
action to hold students and teachers accountable for 
racist behavior, that you will ensure that marginalised 
voices are fully incorporated in the curriculum. This is 
not enough. Please follow your own advice.
11m 1 like Reply

aaamberm As an alumna I am ashamed to see the 
university and faculty post such hypocritical 
statements. Not only does the university not 
encourage everyone to actively practice anti-racism, 
they also do not actively discourage racism on their 
campuses. Please do better and tell us how YOU will 
change these policies, that especially BIPOC students 
have been asking you to change for way too long 
now.
5m Reply

angloarabian LISTEN to your students of colour 
instead of letting your white pr team scramble to do 
damage control
5m Reply

A ţ* V H «5.
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uva.amsterdam We stand in solidarity with 
#blackouttuesday and want everybody to know that we do 
not tolerate acts of racism. Let's have conversations, learn 
together, educate others and speak out against anti-Black 
rhetoric.
3d

devlin.1802 when you "do not tolerate acts of 
racism" but have white teachers saying the n word in 
class... make it make sense luv
3d 57 likes Reply

0?

View 1 previous reply

uva.amsterdam @wenlhsiao @devlin.1802 
guys, this is really not OK. Please share this 
with your faculty, contact a confidential adviser 
(https://student.uva.nl/en/content/az/ 
confidential-adviser-for-undesirable-behaviour/ 
confidential-adviser-for-undesirable- 
behaviour.html) and make a complaint (https:// 
student, uva. nl/en/content/az/complaints- 
objections-and-appeals/formal-procedure/ 
formal-procedure.html). We're genuinely sorry 
this happened to you.
2d 5 likes Reply

0?

View 1 more reply

habibafouad. Not tolerating racism is not enough, 
the university needs to initiate the change. You can 
start by decolonizing the curriculums.
3d 125 likes Reply

View 1 previous reply

uva.amsterdam @habibafouad- Hi Habiba, 
could we maybe send you a DM about this? AJS
3d 3 likes Reply

0?

0?

Hr A
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fgm uva.amsieraam (cynaoioaTOuacL mi t-iaDiDa,
Could we maybe send you a DM about this? AJS
3d 3 likes Reply

K. Comments

View 5 more replies

uva.amsterdam Hi guys, thank you for your 
comments. We understand (or at least, try to 
understand) your anger. A lot of our students are 
currently living in an unsettled state with, on top of 
the ongoing pandemic, worries and bottled up 
frustrations. We know that one post with one hashtag 
is not sufficient. At this moment, we're working hard 
to find an appropriate way to both support the BLM 
movement and inform all of our followers about this 
subject. Please feel free to participate in this 
dialogue, because that is what it is: a conversation 
between all of us. We are trying, we are here to learn, 
we are here to listen!
22h Reply

View 4 previous replies

bodyaquatic @uva-amsterdam how about you 
do something about your racist colonial VOC 
zaal? Or the racist colonial images in the UB? 
We have been asking about this for 54- years.
16h 12 likes Reply

0?

0?

Ccecilewijn @uva-amsterdam sorry but what the 
fuck does this even mean? How is it possible to 
use this many words and still say basically 
nothing?
2h 4 likes Reply

esthercwdb @uva-amsterdam if you wanna 
learn, give reading the diversity report from 
2016 a go, and start implementing, instead of 
again and again posting showhorses on social 
media and in regular media
55m 4 likes Reply

0?

V h
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dennniszs 30k followers and not a single piece of 
information about how people can help., a hashtag 
isn't enough.
3d 50 likes Reply

0?

shou90006 How about showing your support for the 
Hong Kong people? Over the past year, the Chinese 
Communists Party and the HK police has killed a lot 
of people in Hong Kong. Now the CCP is about to 
enforce the National Security Act to suppress the 
freedom and undermine the democracy in HK, why 
not show your support for them?
3d 21 likes Reply

0?

View 3 replies

bodyaquatic You guys have all white diversity 
officers - your chief diversity officer has bullied 
student activists of color for years and disrespected 
the work of Gloria Wekker in the media. What a joke.
17h 26 likes Reply

0?

View 3 replies

gaiaverse DECOLONISE OUR EDUCATION FIRST
2d 19 likes Reply

0?

View 6 replies

gaymingthecanbagefarmer Guys there's only so 
much the instagram account of a university can do. 
They are showing their support in the way they can. If 
you have advice be friendly about it. Add suggestions 
don't be aggressive about what they aren't doing. It's 
not like are other colleges doing as much as they are

0?

3d 16 likes Reply

View 1 reply
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UTRECHTUNIVERSITY

Posts Follow

O Q V R
1,731 likes
utrechtuniversity With our mission statement we define the values 
for which our university stands for: 'May the Sun of Righteousness 
Enlighten Us'. We hope that by posting this dark tile in... more
View all 29 comments
3 days ago

utrechtuniversity

yjniversiti

tuurs

I Who will represent you next year?
Vote for the University Council!
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śŅfoļ utrechtuniversity With our mission statement we define the 
values for which our university stands for: 'May the Sun of 
Righteousness Enlighten Us'. We hope that by posting this 
dark tile in solidarity we give space to the enlightening 
conversations that can enable change.

Utrecht University strives for a future of inclusiveness S 
diversity and stands united with #blackouttuesday!
Edited - 3d

Odashing-daya Please share research on racism and 
amplify research by Black researchers!!! Don't stop at 
a tiny black square on your insta wall. It's a nice 
gesture, but the world needs more. Black people 
need more! #amplifymelanatedvoices
3d 49 likes Reply

View 2 replies

janeedowd Hi I just want to call out the sheer 
hypocrisy of this post. Last week I received an email 
from Utrecht uni with a link to an article on the dub 
newspaper about the 'nuisance of exchange 
students' at student accomodation such as 
Cambridgelaan. As a former exchange student it was 
highly disturbing for me and my former international 
student friends to read especially the parts that 
targeted specific races such as saying 'Spanish and 
Italians' are a real problem and the most shocking 
part of a 'poop on the floor' experience by a Dutch 
student named Priscilla living with an international 
student. It is hard to even write that because the fact 
that got published astounds me, Whatever 
experience she had in that area was an individual 
issue that should not be linked to the idea that they 
were a foreigner. That article was horrific and if you 
claim to stand in solidarity towards 'inclusivity and 
diversity' don't publish such ignorant and xenophobic 
rubbish. I hope this post signals a true commitment 
by Utrecht Uni towards the value and goals of the 
movement and isn't just for brand image.
3d 27 likes Reply

0?
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nikifricki Mooi. En doe nu meer. Deel al het werk van 
zwarte alumi en hoogleraren, repost de geluiden die 
mensen moeten horen. Ik heb op de UU geleerd 
kritisch te denken, intersectioneel te denken, te leren 
van anderen. Geef het voorbeeld.

0?

3d 26 likes Reply

View 1 reply

Csjoerbergervoet Mag er UU onderzoek over racisme 
op de UU homepage ipv Corona onderzoek?

3d 13 likes Reply 

View 2 replies

bridgetmcgovern Posting a black square without 
additional anti-racist work is merely performative. As 
a supposedly inclusive university, I expect you to be 
openly and loudly affirming that black students are 
safe from racism and discrimination. That you 
vehemently oppose and condemn the actions of the 
police officer in Minneapolis. How are we helping our 
black colleagues and students? What resources have 
we offered them? How are we working with our non- 
Black students and colleagues to remind them that 
inherent bias runs deep and that we are each 
responsible for unlearning racism? Do better. We 
expect better.
2d 10 likes Reply

0?

marte030 ® 0 0 - I understand that I will 
never understand, but I stand.
3d 4 likes Reply

0?

bokoezeroquarante Together we stand. I'm 
proud to be a future student of a university that fights 
against racism
3d 3 likes Reply

0?
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bokoezeroquarante Together we stand. I'm 
proud to be a future student of a university that fights 
against racism
3d 3 likes Reply

0?

enoirperle I hope this also means a fair application 
procedure when selecting candidate's for jobs.

2d 3 likes Reply

s.lah08
3d 1 like Reply

0?

^ jos-van-snippenberg t 4
3d 1 like Reply

joppe.thej/villeminator Goede vibes A,
3d Reply

0?

nsa.mie
3d Reply

0?

giorgi.ed
3d Reply

0?

rosal.rings.a.bell 0 ® V
3d Reply 0?

pieter.snaps We also need to hold @dubnieuws 
accountable. We are still waiting for a statement of 
withdrawal for this article, or explanation as to why 
you get to have a platform to publish and practice 
such poor journalism.
2d 10 likes Reply

0?

V h
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